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Abstract 
Dydak, 3. and J.J. Walsh, Estimates of the cohomological dimension of decomposition spaces, 
Topology and its Applications 40 (1991) 203-219. 
The setting is a proper surjection f: X + Y between metrizable spaces such that each tech 
cohomology group H’(f-‘(_v); B) is finitely generated for each _V E Y Estimates (upper bounds) 
are established of the dimension of Y in terms of the dimension of X, the groups H’(f-‘(_v); Z) 
for _V E Y, and the dimensions in which these groups are nonzero. The estimates can be viewed 
as generalizations of the classical result that, for a proper surjection f: X + Y between metrizable 
spaces with cardinality of f-‘(v) at most k + 1 for 3’ E Y, dim Y s dim X + k. 
Keywords: Dimension, cohomological dimension, finitely generated cohomology. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Ciass.: 54F45, 54C10, 55MlQ. 
Introduction 
Generally, a surjective map f: X + Y between (even compact) metrizable spaces 
may raise dimension arbitrarily as is illustrated by the classical results that the 
Cantor set can be mapped onto every compact metric space and, mdre specifically, 
that the arc can be mapped onto every compact, connected, localiy connected metric 
space. Evidently, bounding both the dimension of the dimension off-‘(y) 
* Both authors supported in part by grants from the National !?cimce Foundation. 
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for y E Y fails to restrict the dimension of the image Y However, in the setting of 
maps between compact metrizable spaces, more generally proper maps between 
metrizable spaces, if the cardinality of f-‘(y) is bounded, say by k + 1, for all y E Y, 
then the dimension of Y is bounded by dim X + k; see [ 17, p. 681. For maps define 
on a Cantor set, bounding the cardinality is the same as bounding the rank of the 
cohomology group 
IQ*{ f -l(y); P) - f H’( f -l(y); a. 
i=O 
However, for maps defined on an arc, bounding the rank of H*(f-‘(y); H) is less 
restrictive, yet the same bound on the dimension of Y is valid (use the monotone-light 
factorization off and the fact that the monotone image of an arc is an arc or a 
point). While the context of the preceding discussion fails to merit the introduction 
of cohomology groups, the search for a general context in which to place this 
classical result led to focusing on the cohomology of the point-inverses in order to 
“quantify” the complexity of a map without imposing “rigid” regularity conditions. 
In turn, the estimates (i.e., upper bounds on the dimension of Yj presented in this 
paper place this classical result in a framework encompassing a substantially broader 
setting. 
The setting is the class of proper surjections S: X + Y between metrizable spaces 
such that H*(f-l(y); Z) is finitely generated for each y E Y. The cohomology theory 
used is tech theory and the notation adopted is that 
H*(f-‘(yj; 2) = i H’(f -l(y); Z). 
i=O 
Since the goal is to provide estimates (upper bounds) of the dimension of Y in 
terms of the dimension of X, as well as the groups H’(f-‘(y); Z) for y E Y, the 
interesting situations occur when the domain X is finite dimensional, in which case 
H*(f-‘(y); Z) is finitely generated provided each of the individual groups 
H’(f-‘(y); H) is finitely generated. 
The methods used in the proofs are cohomological in nature and, consequently, 
cohomological dimension is the natural choice for a dimension theory. Throughout, 
the coefficient ring is the integers, a restriction that allows the circumvention of 
spectral sequences in the arguments. In a subsequent paper, the authors will provide 
analyses, based on the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence of a map, that allows 
for a general coefficient ring. The notation dim X is reserved for the covering 
dimension of X, while dimz X denotes the integral cohomological dimension of X. 
The latter is defined by saying that dimB X < 4 provided Hk (A, B; Z) = 0 for k 3 q + 1 
and all closed pairs B c A of X and by setting dimz X equal to the least such q. 
For spaces having finite covering dimension, the integral cohomological dimension 
equals the covering dimension. Recently, Drani5hni::ov [6] constructed aremarkable 
example of an infinite dimensional compact metric space having integral cohomo- 
logical dimension equal to 3. The reader is referrcd to [16] for a thorough treatment 
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of the theory of cohomological dimension and to [21] for a specific comparison of 
covering dimension and integral cohomological dimension. 
Finally, the reader is reminded of the <well understood and often used passage 
between the class of proper maps f: X-, Y (i.e., f-‘(C) is compact for Cc Y 
compact) and the class of upper semicontinuous decompositions into compact sets 
and associated ecomposition spaces; see [3, Chapter 11. 
ain Theore 
The proof of the next theorem forms the core of the paper and, while the hypotheses 
may appear to be overly restrictive, it provides the necessary computational tool. 
While the result is of interest under the more restrictive assumption that the spaces 
are compact or locally compact, some of the applications will make use of the stated 
generality. 
heorem. Zf f : X + Y is a proper surjection between met&able spaces and 
(a) fory,z~ Y, rank of H*(f-‘(y);Z) equals rank of H”(f-‘(z);B), 
(b) for y, z E Y, cardinality of the torsion of H”( f -l(y); a) 
the torsion of H*( f -‘( 2); Z), 
(c) for y E Y, H*( f -l(y); Z) is ftnitely generated, 
(d) there is an integer n z= 0 such that, for each y E Y, there is 
of H”(f -‘(y); z) f 0, 
equals cardinality of 
then dim* Y G dim, X - n. 
a s 2 n with the rank 
While the next corollary is an immediate consequence, it is included to emphasize 
that condition (a) does not require that the ranks be equal in each dimension (the 
emphasis applies equally to condition (b)). For example, H*( Sk; Z) = h @E for any 
sphere. For k = 0, both copies of P occur in dimension 0 while, for k > 0, one occurs 
in dimension 0 and one in dimension k. 
Corollary 1. Zf % is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of a metrizable space 
n is an integer 20, and each element of 99 is a sphere of dimension 2 n (or, at least, 
has the shape of such a sphere) and Xl 93 is the associated decomposition space, then 
dimz Xl % < dim+ X - n. 
The next corollary is a restatement of [5, 
reasons. First, the analyses in [S, Section 11 
the catalyst for the results that are bei 
above replaces the spectral sequence argu 
a more elementary proof. 
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Coidh~ 2. If 93 is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of a completely metrizable 
space X with each element of 93 having the shape of a closed, connected orientable 
n-manifold and Xl 92 is the associated decomposition space, then dimz Xl 9% 
dima X - n. 
The next corollaries provide the estimates promised in the Abstract and Introduc- 
tion. These should be viewed as “first attempts”. A comparison with known examples 
and results suggests there is ample room for improvements. For example, for 
dim X = 0, Corollary 3 recovers the classical result, referred to in the Introduction, 
that a (k + 1 )-to-l map on X raises dimension by at most k. However, for dim X = 1, 
it limits the raising of dimension by only 2k. The actual proofs of the next corollaries 
are probably as important as the statements, as these may provide substantiaily 
improved estimates in specialized situations. The estimates are valid with integral 
cohomological dimension (dim ) replaced by covering dimension (dim) in the setting 
that both X and Y have finite covering dimension. 
Corollary 3. Let f: X + Y be a proper surjection between metrizable spaces with 
dimz X COO. If H*(f -l(y); ) is torsion ,fiee and s is an integer such that the rank 
of H*(f -l(y); ) is SS, ;COr all y E Y, then 
dim= Yssdimz X+(s-1). 
Furthermore, if m is an integer such that the rank of H M (f - ‘( y ); Z) Z 0, for all y E Y, 
then 
dim* Y<s(dimz X-m)+(S--l). 
Corollary 4. Let f: X + Y be a proper surjection between metrizable spaces with 
dimz X <x.. If t and s are integers such that thL* cardinality of the torsion of 
H’(f -l(y); Z) is St and the rank of H*(f -l(y); H) is <s, for all ye Y, then 
dimB YsstdimzX+(st-1). 
Furthermore, if m is an integer such that the rank of H *‘( f -l(y); a) # 0, for all y E Y, 
then 
dimE Ysst(dimzX-m)+(st-1). 
A space is said to have countable cohomological dimension provided it can be 
written as the union of countably many subsets each of which has finite cohomologi- 
cal dimension. 
oroi If f: X + Y is a proper surjection between metrizable spaces with 
dimz X <co’clndH*(f-‘(y);Z)jnitelygeneratedforeachyE Y, then Yhascountable 
cohomological dimension. 
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The first lemma, presented below in a manner avoiding the language of sheaves, 
is a specialized version of [9, Theorem 2.51. The latter paper contains detailed 
analyses of the local constancy features of certain classes of sheaves. 
Lemma 6. If f : X + Y is a proper surjection between met&able spaces and 
(a) for y, z E V, rank of H*( f -l(y); B) equals rank of H*( f -l(z); Z), 
(b) for y, z E Y, cardinality of the torsion of H*( f -‘(y ); Z) equals cardinality of 
the torsion of H*(f -‘(z); Z), 
(c) for y E Y, H”( f -‘(y); E) is finitely generated, then Y can be written as the 
countable union of closed sets Y,,, n = 1,2, . . . , where each restriction 
fl .f-lc v,,, : f -‘( a/,) + Y, satisyfies: 
(*) for each y E Y,,, given a closed neighborhood Vofy in Y, and mapg : f -‘( V) + 
P to an AAM ?, then for all su#iciently small neighborhoods U c V of y, 
there is a subgroup G of H”(f -‘( U); E) such that the inclusion induced 
homomorphism H”( f -‘( U); B) + H”( f -‘(z); H) restricts to an isomorphism 
G + H *( f -’ (2); Z) for all 2 E U and such that, setting equal to the restriction 
g[r~-~(v,, the image of g*: H*(P; Z)+ H*(f-‘(U); Z) is contained in 6. 
A few preliminary comments are appropriate. First, observe that the Y/s 
depend on the map g or the ANR I? The role that the map plays is to capture 
the “naturality” of the subgroup G, a property that the G specified in the proof 
automatically possesses. The map g : f -‘( V) + P enters the proof only at its very 
end. Second, while the hypotheses in (a) and (b) do not require “graded” equality 
(i.e., the rank of H”( f -l(y); Z) need not equal the rank of “(f-‘(z); Z)), evidently 
the isomorphism in (*) preserves the gradings. 
Start by viewing X as a closed subset of an absolute neighborhood retract 
[13], and designate the metric on X by p. For each open subset UC Y, set 
U={x&p(x,X\f-*(U))>p(x,f-‘(U)) and 
p(x,f-‘( U)) <diameter of U}. 
Observe that, for open subsets U, V c Y, X n fi = f -‘( U), V c U implies that 0~ fi, 
and { fi: U is an open neighborhood of y in Y} is a basis of neighborhoods forf-l(y). 
Claim 1. For each y E Y and each neighborhood U of y in Y, there is a neighborhood 
V of y in U such that the image of H*( fi; Z) + H”( V; Z) is finitely generated and 
H*( V; E) maps onto H*( f -l(y); Z). Furthermore, for any ne 
y, the image of H*( 6; Z) + H”( k; Z) is finitely generated and 
H*(f -l(y); Z) as well. 
roof. Embed f-‘(y) in the ert cu 
f-‘(y) in I” such that H*( N; Z) is finitely ge 
and such that the inclusion f-‘(y) c=+ exte 
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is a neighborhood V of y in U and a map h : f+ IV such that h[r-lt_,,, = identity and 
gh is homotopic to the inclusion pq & Since the inclusion induced homomorphism 
H*( fi; Z) + H*( V; h) decomposes as h*g*, it follows easily that the image of 
H*( 3; Z) + H*( V; B) is finitely generated and that H*( 3; H) maps onto 
H*(f-‘(y); Z). That the same is true for neighborhoods W t V of y is evident. 
Claim 2. For each y E Y and each neighborhood W of y in Y with H”( W; Z) mapping 
onto H*(f -l(y); Z), there is a neighborhood Vc W of y such that the image of 
H*( W; Z) + H*( 3; 2) maps isomorphically onto H*( f -‘(_y); 2). Furthermore, for 
any neighborhood V’c V of y, the image of H*( W; 2) + H*( V’; Z) maps isomorphi- 
tally onto H*(f -‘(y); Z) as well. 
Proof. Using the conclusion of Claim 1, specify a neighborhood V, of y in IV such 
that image of H*( W; Z) + H *( V, ; k) is finitely generated. (Since H*( W; Z) maps 
onto H*( f -l(y); Z), automatically H*( V, ; 2) maps onto H*( f -l(y); Z).) Since the 
image, say G, of H*( W; ) is finitely generated, the kernel, say K, of 
the restriction G + H*( f -l(y); 8) is finitely generated. Therefore, there is an open 
neighborhood Vc V, of y such that K is contained in the kernel of the inclusion 
induced homomorphism H*( V, ; Z) + H*( V; Z). It follows that the image of 
H*( 6’; Z)+ H*( 3; E) maps isomorphically onto H*(f -l(y); Z). That the same is 
true for neighborhoods V’c V of y is evident, completing the proof of Claim 2. 
For each y E Y and each integer k > 0, let Qk be the (l/2’)-neighborhood of y. 
For integers n > m > 0, set 
A. ,,, ,, = {y E Y: the image of H*( &,, ; Z) + H*( &., ; 2) maps 
isomorphically onto X*(f-‘(y); Z)}. 
Observe that a consequence of Claims 1 and 2 is that for every pair of positive 
integers k and 9, Y=U(A,,,n: m>k,n>q,n>m}. 
Claim 3. For every pair of integers 9 => k > 0, cl(A,& c {y E Y: H*( &+I ; a) + 
H*( f -l(y); Z) is an epimorphism}. 
Proof. Let y E cl(Aky ) and, using Clam 2, specify integers n > m with m 2 k t i and 
n > 9+ 1 such that the image of H*( fi _,.m ; Z) + H*( & ; Z) maps isomorphically 
onto H*( f -l(y); Z). Choosing z E Ak,q A U,.“, QM = UZ,, and Us,” = V,,, and, thus, 
there is a commuting diagram 
H*(fi _v,m ; z)- H”( fi,, ; a - H”(f -‘(Y); a 
T 
H”( fi2.q ; a - H*(f -l(z); Z) 
and setting 
Gz = image{ H*( @+ ; Z) + H*( o,,,* ; Z)), 
G,, = image{ H*( e,,,,,, ; Z j + 
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G, c G_,,. The subgroups Gz and GY have equal ranks and their torsion subgroups 
have the same cardinality, as G_,, maps isomorphically to H*(f-‘(y); k) and Gz 
maps isomorphically to H*(f-‘(z); Z). In fact, the latter isomorphism extends to 
a homomorphism G_,, + H*(f-‘(z); Z), detecting that the inclusion Gt c GY splits. 
Thus, Gz = G),, as G.,, and Gz are finitely generated (and have equal ranks and their 
torsion subgroups have the same cardinality). Therefore, H”( & ; Z) + 
H*(f-‘(y); Z) is an epimorphism and, since &+, c Uz,k, N”( fi,.k+l ; Z) + 
H*(f-‘(y); H) is an epimorphism as well, completing the proof of Claim 3. 
The final step in the proof of Lemma 6 is to show that, for 4 > k > 0, cl(Ae,J 
satisfies Condition (*). To this end, let y E cl( A&, let V be a closed neighborhood 
of y in cl(A& and let g :$-I( V) + P be a map to an ANR P. Choose a neighborhood 
N of f-‘( V) in 2 to which g has an extension, say g’. Specify, using Claims 1 and 
2, n > m > k+ 1 so that the image, say G’, of H*( @., ; Z) + H*( ey,n ; H) maps 
isomorphically onto H*($-‘(y); 2). Furthermore, choose m sufficiently large that 
Qrn n cl(A,,) c V and &, c N. For z E cl(A,,) n L&, cl?,,,, c Uz,k+l and Claim 3 
assures that H*( &, ; Z) + H*(f-‘(z); Z) is an epimorphism. Thus G’ maps onto 
H*(f-‘(z); H) and, as these groups have the same rank and their torsion subgroups 
have the same cardinality, G’ maps isomorphically to H*(f-‘(z); Z). Furthermore, 
since the restriction of g’ to &. induces a homomorphism from H*( P; Z) -, 
H*(fi _,,,” ; H) that factors through H*( &, ; H), its image is contained in G’. Finally, 
for any neighborhood U c U,:n n cl(A& of y, the subgroup G = image of G’ in 
H*(f-‘( U); Z) satisfies the sought after conclusion. q 
The next lemma is essentially proved in [5, Section l] using the Leray-Grothen 
dieck spectral sequence. The proof that follows is, in cclmparison, elementary. 
Lemma 7. Let p : X + A and q : Y + A be proper surjections between metrizable spaces 
and let f : X + Y be a map with qf = p. If the restriction induced homomorphism 
(fl ,,-I&* : H*( q-‘( a); Z) + H*( p-‘( a); H) 
is an isomorphism for each a E A, then 
f * : H*( Y; Z) + H*(X; 2) 
is an isomorphism. 
Let M(f) denote the mapping cylinder of J: Namely, 
where f: X x {O}+ Y is defi 
“natural projection” 
equivalence and, identifying 
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it suffices to show that the inclusion X c-* M(f) induces isomo~.~hisms of~ohom~logy 
groups. Inspecting the exact sequence for the pair (M( f ), ;(o reveals that it suffices 
to show that the reduced cohomology fi*( M( f ), X; Z) is trivial. 
For each a E A, denote by M, the subset of M(f) that is the mapping cylinder 
of tFfi;estriction f Ip-qal : p -‘I( a) + q-‘(a). By assumption, the composition p’-‘(a) q 
M (1 L+ q-‘(a) induces isomorphisms between cohomology groups and, as klMU is 
a homotopy equivalence, the inclusion p-‘(a) E-) M, induces isomorphisms between 
~ohomology groups. In particular, the long exact sequence for the pair (M,, p-‘(a)) 
detects that A*( MO, p-‘(a); Z) is trivial. Recall that, for tech cohomology, 
e*(f?, C; Z) = fi*(B/C; Z) for a closed subset C c l3, where B/C is the quotient 
space obtained by identifying the set C to a point; see 120, p. 3185. Hence, 
I?*( M,/p-‘(a); Z) is trivial. This property of tech cohomology is used again in 
the next paragraph. 
Let % be the decomposition of M(f) whose nondegenerate lements are the 
subsets p-‘(a) of X c M( f ), for a E A. Denote by ?r : M(f) + M( f )/ $9 the induced 
quotient map, and observe that rr is a proper map. Let g : M (f )/ % + A be the map 
defined by g=qhK’. Since g-*(o) = MJp-‘(a), for Q E A, the Vietoris-Begle 
theorem f20, p. 3443 establishes that g induces isomorphisms between cohomology 
groups. Viewing g : (M( f )/ 92, m(X)) + (A, A) as a map of pairs, observing that 
81 ?r(X)m l rr{X) * A is a homeomorphism, and applying the Five-Lemma to the induced 
map of long exact sequertces reveal that the cohomology g*( M( f )/ 3, W(X); 8) 
is trivial. Finally, the equivalences 
and 
fi*(Mtf )/% w(X); a)- fi*((M(f W)hW); Z) 
tM(f WWdX)= Mtf j/X 
reveal that the cohomolcgy 
is 
in 
3. 
~*(M(f)IX;Z)1~~(M(f),X;Z) 
trivial. 0 
While greater generality is not needed for this paper, the preceding proof 
the setting that has p and 4 closed maps between paracompact spaces. 
applies 
The foilowing llotation will be needed- For a map f: X + Y, the double mapping 
cylinder off is denoted DM(f) and is defintd to $e the adjun~tion space 
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where F:X x(-l, l}+ Y x {-l, l} is defined by setting F(x, 1) = (f(x), 1) and 
F(x, -1) = (f(xj, -1). The map from Xx [-1, l] to Y that sends (x, t) tof(X), for 
x E X and t E [ -1, l] induces a map, denoted ji from DM(f) to 11 For each y E Y, 
f-‘(y) = xf-‘(y), the (unreduced) suspension off-‘(y). Finally, for a subset A c Yg 
the restriction f]_T-ltA) $-‘(A) + A is denoted by fA. 
The proof makes use of the fact that, for a connected, l-UV compactum C whose 
cohomology H*( C; Z) is finitely generated, there is a compact polyhedron P and 
a map g : C -) P that induces an isomorphism g*: H*( P, Z) + H*(C; Z). The 
existence of P is a consequence of [ll, Theorem 1] which states that C is shape 
equivalent o a compact polyhedron P. Since P is an ANR, a shape equivalence is 
realized by a map g: C + P; see [8, Corollary 3.2.21. Being a shape equivalence, we 
have that g*: H*( P; H) + H*( C; H) is an isomorphism; see [g, Section 1, Chapter 51. 
roof of the eorem. The conclusion is transparent unless dim 
Furthermore, there is no loss in generality in assuming that dim X is finite, for if 
it is not, specify a cell-like map f ‘: X’+ X where dim X’= di X (see [21] and, 
for the generality needed here, [19]) and work with the position $‘. The 
Vietoris-Begle Theorem records that the restriction off’ induces an isomqhism 
H*(f-l(y), Ej~ H*(w)-‘(yj, H) for each Y E Y. 
The first step is to write Y = U Y,,, as a countable union of closed sets such that 
each map &,, : DM(&,,,)+ Y, satisfies tonclusion (*) of Lemma 6. If f-‘(y) is 
connected for each YE Y, then 
H*(.f -'(Y ); 0 2: H*(S-‘(Y ); H) 
and Lemma 6, applied to the map f: DM(f) + Y, yields the Y,. Of course, the 
f-‘(y)‘s ne,-d not be connected or even have the same number of components. In 
this case, first apply Lemma 6 to f: X + Y and write Y = U Y, as in the conclusion 
of Lemma 6. While it may not be the case that the number of components off-‘(y) 
is the same for all y E Y,,,, it is the case that each point in Y, has a neighborhood 
N such that the number of components of f-‘(y) is the same for all y E N n Y,. 
In particular, for each integer i > 0, setting Y,,, equal to the set of points ye Y,,, 
for which f-‘(y) has exactly i components decomposes Y,,, into relatively open 
sets. Hence, each of the Ym,i’s is a closed subset (of Y,, and, thus, X) as well. 
Reindexing as needed, write Y = U Y”, as the countable union of closed subsets, 
each satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 6, such that for each Y,, the number of 
components of f-‘(y) is thu same for all YE Y,,,. In particular, the ma 
fy,,, : DM(J;I,,) + Ym satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6. Apply Lemma 6 to the 
latter map and write each Y, as the union of closed sets as in the concfusion of 
Lemma 6. Reindexing as needed, express Y = U Ym as the union of closed sets 
such that each map &, : DM(J‘,,,,) + Y,,, satisfies conclusion (*) of Lemma 6. 
The strategy is to compute the 
First, it is shown that dim= Y,?, s 
is repeated, incorporating this 
dim X - n. An appeal to t 
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In order to simplify the notation, let A = Y, for some m. Specify a point you A. 
Recall the notation set up in the first paragraph of this section. Since I-‘(yo) is the 
suspension of f-‘(yo), it is finite dimensional and has finitely generated tech 
cohomology. If f -‘(yo) is connected, then _?‘(yo), being a suspension, is a I - 
compacturn. Thus, as discussed above, there is a polyhedron P and a map 
g :$-‘(vo) + P with g* : H*( P; Z) + H*(f -‘(yo); Z) an isomorphism. For technical 
convenience, assume that g maps the suspension points of j‘-‘(yo) to distinct points 
p. and p’ of P, 
If f-‘(yo) is not connected, it has finitely many components and the polyhedron 
P is obtained by specifying such a map and polyhedron for the suspension of each 
component and, respectively, identifying the images of the suspension points. The 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence, the Five-Lemma, and induction on the number of com- 
ponents can be combined to show that g* is an isomorphism. 
roof’ Consider the polyl?edron P and map g :j- ’ ( yo) + iscussed above. Extend 
g to?-‘(y,)uAx(-l, l) by sending AX(~) to p. and {I} to p, and let g’ be 
an extension to a closed neighborhood of f-‘(yo) u A x { - 1, I} in DM(fA). Lemma 
6 assures that a closed neighborhood B of y. can be chosen such that DM(fp) is 
contained in the domain of g’ and such that there is a subgroup G of H*( DM(fs); Z) 
with G mapping isomorphically onto H*@‘(y)) for each y E B. Furthermore, 
setting h equal to the restriction of g’ to DM(fe), the image of the induced 
homomorphism k* : H”(P;Z)+ H*(DM(fe);Z) is contained in G. Since the restric- 
tion of h to I-‘(yo) induces an isomorphism H*(P; Bb H*&‘(yo); Z) and the 
image of H*(P; ) is contained in G, the restriction of h to f-‘(y) induces an 
isomorphism H*(P; Z)+ H*@‘(y); P) for each ye B as well. 
Define Q! : DM(f& + B x P by setting ac( s) = (j(s), h(s)). Let C c B and denote 
the restriction of ar to DM(f,) by cyc. Applying Lemma 7 with X = DM(f,) and 
P=fl DM(.fc) 3 = x and = projection C, f= reveals cyc 
an from C P; to D~I(&); Since restriction 
cyc C { 1, homeomorphically C { p’} that and 
were to distinct the applied the map 
the exact of reveals the H*(DM(fc), x 
I}; and x C {po, Z) isomorphic. 
r:DM&)+~f-‘(C) defined sendingf-‘(C)x(-I, by 
theidentitytof-“(C)x(-1, l)cxf-‘(C)andsendingCx{-l}and Cx{l}tothe 
suspension points u. and tt ‘, respectively. The map r induces an isomorphism 
between H*(DM(f~), C x(-l, 1); Z) and H*(C f -'( C), {uo, a,}; Z) (see 120, 
p. 3183). Since f-'(C) c X, Hk(f -‘( C); 2) is trivial for k > dim X. Since 
Hk-‘(f-‘(C);Z)== Hk(xf-‘(C);Z) for k>l, 
it follows (from the long exact sequence for the pair) that the groups 
H”cCf -‘(C), {Q, u,); Z) are trivial for >- dim X + 1. ence, the grouts 
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H’(DM(&), C’ x { -1,l); Z) are trivial for k > dim X + 1. In turn, the isomorphism 
established in the preceding paragraph reveals that the groups H”(C x P, C x 
{ pO, p,}; Z) are trivial for k > dim X + 1. 
Retracting P onto an arc L joining p. and pr induces a retraction of (C x P, C x 
{Po,PJ) to (C x L, C x {po, p& that provides an injection of H*( C x L, C x 
{ pO, pl}; Z) into H*( C x P, C x {po, p,}; Z). The argument of the preceding para- 
graph (applied to C C and C x L in place of Cf-‘(C) and DM(&)) shows that 
there is a grading preserving isomorphism 
H”(C c, {vo, Vlh a = H”(C x L, c x 1 PO, pJ; a, 
where vo, v1 are the suspension points. Hence, Hk(C C, { vo, vl}; H) is trivial for 
k>dim S’ tnce the long exact 
C,{vo, v,}; Z)= H”(C C; Z) for k> 1 
and since 
Hk-‘(C; B)= H”(C C; Z) for k> 1, 
it follows that H k-‘W* 2) is trivial for k> dim X+ 1. 
Since H k-‘( C; H)is t&ial for k > dim X + 1 for subsets C c B, it follows immedi- 
ately from the long exact sequence that, for closed subsets C, c C2 of B, 
H k( C,, C, ; Z) is trivial for k > dim X + 1, revealing that dim BsdimX+l. The 
proof of Claim 1 is completed. 
Of course, having established that each point of A has a neighborhood whose 
cohomological dimension is bounded by dim X + 1, it follows that dimH A s 
dim X+ 1; see [16, p. 2151. 
Claim 2. There is a closed neighborhood B of y. in with dimz B s dim X - n. 
roof. Proceed as in the proof of Claim 1 and identify the neighborhood B and 
the map Q( : M( fB) + B x P whose restriction induces an isomorphism between the 
cohomology of DM(f,) and that of C x P for all subsets C c B. The Five-Lemma 
reveals a grading preserving isomorphism 
for closed subsets C, c C, of B. Maving already established in Claim 1 that dimp B s 
dim X + 1 and observing that 
DM(fB) =f- ‘(B) x (-1, 1) u 
it follows from a sum theorem [16, Theorem 38.3 (iii), p 
ence, Hk(C, x P, C, 
there is an s 2 n such that the 
the rank of Hs+‘(C f -‘(yo); Z) 
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Kenneth farmula (an applicable version is discussed in the appendix) establishes 
that Hk(C,,Cz;P) must be trivial for k>(dimX+l)-(s+l)=dim --s for 
closed subsets C, c C1 of B. Hence, dimz B s dim X - s s dim X -- n and the proof 
of Claim 2 is completed. 
Having established that each point of A has a neighborhood whose cohomological 
dimension is bounded by dim X - n, it follows that dimp As dim X - n; see [16, 
of Theorem 38.3 (iii), p. 2151. Recall that the proof began with Y = l_,! Y,, a union 
of closed subsets, and with A = Y,,, for some m. Hence, dimz Y, s dim X - n for 
each m. A final appeal to a sum theorem [ I6, part (i) of Theorem 38.3, p. 2153 
completes the proof. El 
roofs of Corollaries 2-5 
of Corollary 2. It is not difficult to produce examples that satisfy the hypotheses 
of Corollary 2 but not that of the Main Theorem. The analyses in [4, Section 21 
leading to the proof of 14, Theorem 2.201 establish that, for an upper semicontinuous 
decomposition 9 of a completely metrizable space X into continua having the shape 
of closed, connected orientable n-manifolds, the set of points y E X/ % which possess 
a neighborhood U such that the hypotheses of the Main Theorem are satisfied over 
U is dense and open. In particular, letting ?r : X + X/ % denote the induced quoltent 
map, there is a non-empty open subset U c X/ % such that K’(y) and ?r-‘(y’) have 
the same shape for y, y’ E U. The Main Theorem yields dimH U < dimz w-‘( U) - n 
and, hence, dimz U < dimp X - n. 
In view of the sum theorem for cohomological dimension [ 16, Theorem 38.3(ii), 
p. 2151, there is a maximal open subset W c X/ ‘3 with dimB WG dimH X - n. The 
claim is that W = X. Otherwise, apply the Daverman-Husch result in conjunction 
with tne Main Theorem to the restriction 
&?A W,: X\F’( W)+(X/%)\ w 
and produce a nonempty relatively open subset V of X\d( W) such that dimh Vs 
dim X -n. Since both W and V are &‘s, the sum theorem [16, Theorem 38.3(i), 
p 2151 implies that dim, W v V d dim X - n. Since W v V !s an open subset of 
X, this contradicts the choice of W. 0 
The critical ingredient, in addition to the Main Theorem, needed in the remaining 
proofs is the estimate dimz Au B s dim= A + dim, B + 1 for arbitrary subsets A and 
B. The latter estimate for covering dimension is a “classical” result [ 17, p. 191 while, 
for integral cohomological dimension, it was recently established 
The form in which it will be used is: 
by Rubin [18]. 
(**) dim, b A 
i=l 
is(i,dim,Ai)+k-l 
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For l~iss, set 
the rank of H*(f-‘(y); z) = i)* 
roof of Corollary 3. 
Ai=(y~ Y: 
Evidently, Y = Uf=, 4. The Main Theorem applies to the restriction &I~~,) with 
n =O (n = m in the second estimate) and establishes that dim, Ai s dim 
s dim, X (sdim;pf-‘(Ai) - m s dimp X - m in the second estimate). Hence, in 
both cases, the inequality recorded in (**) completes the proof. a 
Proof of Corollary The proof is essentially the same as that just given using the 
cover of Y by the sets 
Ai.j = IV E Y: H*(f -l(y); Z) has rank i and 
torsion subgroup of cardinality j} 
for lsiss and lsjst. Cl 
The result follows from the Main Theorem using the cover 
Aij = {Y E Y: U*( f -I(y); Z) has rank i and * 
torsion subgroup of cardinality j} 
for Wi<oo and lsj<co. 0 
Requiring the coefficient ring for the cohomology that appears throughout o be 
the integers is used essentially in two places. The first is not critical and is condition 
(b) of the Main Theorem that requires the torsion subgroups of the cohomology of 
the diserent point-inverses to have the same cardinality. The same condition is 
present in Lemma 6 and is used in an essential manner in its proof being invoked 
to detect hat a surjection of torsion subgroups is an isomorphism. For general rings 
(even principal ideal domains), finitely generated torsion modules need not be finite. 
Consequently, for a general coefficient ring, it is necessary to adjust the assumption 
so that such a surjection is an isomorphism; for example, the torsion modules could 
be assumed to be isomorphic. The second use is critical to the proof that has been 
presented and occurs in the proof of the Main Theorem at the beginning of the 
proof of Claim 1. Namely, the existence of the polyhedron P as assured by [ 1 I, 
Theorem l] rests on geometric constructions that use cohomology with integral 
coefficients essentially. Mentioned in the Introduction is that in 
the authors will provide analyses based on the Leray-Grothendiec 
of a map that allows for general coefficient ring. 
Note that the result [ 11, Theore 
having the same shape as f-‘(yO) 
3 only requires that t+e is a 
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Furthermore, the assumption of compactness of the polyhedron P can be weakened. 
The analyses presented in the Appendix include an argument that covers the situation 
that P is the underlying space of a countable simplicial complex. It may well be 
that this component of the proof can be simplified. Perhaps, the next question 
should be stated for a more general coefficient ring. 
Question. For a compact metric space X having tech cohomology groups H*(X; H) 
finitely generated, is there a, possibly infinite, polyhedron P and a map f: X + P 
such that I’* : H*( P; Z)+ H*(X; Z) is an isomorphism? 
endix: A Kiinneth formula 
A version of the Kiinneth formula adequate for the application in the proof of 
the Main Theorem can be found in f2,p. 1461. Alternatively, the Appendix outlines 
the extraction of an applicable version from the Kiinneth formula for singular 
cohomology. A preliminary discussion is needed. 
For a space X, there is an inverse system %’ of ANR’s and a map i : X + %’ that 
induces a set isomorphism dirlimxV, :$ .[X’, K] = [X, K] for all ANRs K, where [X> K] 
denotes the set of homotopy classes of maps. The reader can find details of a “tech 
construction” that produces the system Z and map i in [g, Section 1, Chapter 31. 
Spaces encountered below are assumed to be paracompact, a class that includes 
all spaces encountered in the paper. While the setting for the paper is metric spaces, 
the need to consider quotient spaces of the form X/A, for A a closed subset, requires 
that the larger class of paracompacta be addressed. 
For a compact ANR P and an ANR K, the space of continuous functions of P 
to K endowed with the compact open topology, denoted K’, is an ANR and there 
is a natural equivalence [X x P, K] = [X, K “1 (the equivalence is induced by the 
equation F(x)(p)=f(x,p), wheref:Xx P-K and F:X+K’). 
In view of the discussion of the preceding two paragraphs, given a space X, 
inverse system 8, map i : X + 8’ as above and a compact polyhedron P, the induced 
system {X’ x P: X’E 2’) serves as a “tech system” for X x I? Namely, for an 
ANR K, 
dirlim XIE.y.[Xr~ P, K] = dirlimxl, #.[X’, KP] 
==[X,KP]=[XxP,K]. 
The reduced nth tech cohomologp of a space X can be viewed as [X, K(Z, n)] 
where K(Z, n) is an Eilenberg MacLane space (which is chosen to be an ANR). 
In [act, for a general topological space X, [X, K(Z, n)] is used to define the nth 
tech cohomology of X. In particular, there is ali isomorphism 
dlrlim,#, ‘I 
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A space Y is said to have finite type provided Hk( Y; B) is finitely generated for 
each k 20. Following [20], for graded Z-modules C and 0, 
ii-j=& 
.nd 
[C * D]& = 6 Ci * Dj. 
i+j=k 
iinneth formula. For a paracompact space X, closed subset A c X, and a compact 
polyhedron P, there is a functoria! short exact sequence ($or tech cohomology) 
O+[H*(X,A;Z)OH*(P;Z)]k 
*(X, A; Z) * H*( P; Z)]&+’ +0. 
roof. Since the (reduced) tech cohomology of a pair (X, Y), where Y is a closed 
subset, is the (reduced) tech cohomology of the quotient space / Y C20, P- 3181, 
it suffices to consider the case that A is empty. 
Keeping in mind that the goal is to use the Kfinneth for singular cohomology to 
extract that for tech cohomology, the starting point is that, under the weaker 
hypotheses that P has finite type, the above formula is valid for singular cohomology 
as is recorded in [20, p. 2491. 
Specify an inverse system of AN& 3!? and a map i : X + 8!!’ that induces a set 
isomorphism dirlimx RE I,[X’, K] = [X, 1y] for all ANRs K, as discussed above. For 
each X’E %, there is a “Kiinneth formula” (valid for both tech and singular theory 
as these coincide for an ANR X’) 
O+[H”(X’; Z)O 
3 Hk(X'x P; n) 
-+ [ H”( X'; Z) * H*( P; Z)lk” + 0. 
Passing to the direct limit preserves exactness and commutes with direct su 
@H*( P; Z), and *H*( P; B) (see [14, p. 270, p. 2791). The choice of “tech system” 
%’ assures that the eech group Z) = dirlim,I,g ‘, Z) and, as discussed. 
above, dirlim~l,,~Hk(X’~ P; Z Xx P; Z). Thu 
the Kiinneth formula for Tech theory. Cl 
The final task is to justify the assertion made in Section 5, just prior to the 
Question, that in the proof of the 
underlying space of a countable s 
in question has finite ty 
aving finite type. 
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Write P = Uz, Qi where each Qi is a compact subpolyhedron with Qi c Int( Qi+l). 
The inclusions Qi c P induce a surjection H”( P; Z) + invlim r#‘(Qi ; Z) whose ker- 
nel is a “lim’-term” involving the (k - 1)st cohomology groups of the Qi (see [ 151). 
For an inverse sequence of countable groups, the associated “lim’” group is either 
trivial or unccuntable (the reader can find this fact “buried” in the proof of the 
second lemma that appears on p. 242 of [ 121; it also appears at the top of p. I I4 of 
[lo]). Since the kernel of the surjection H”( P; H) + invlim H”(Qi; Z) cannot be 
uncountable as P is assumed to have finite type it must be trivial. Hence, H”( P; Z) = 
invlim Hk( Qi ; Z). The necessary computation is recorded next. 
A Kiinneth formula computation. For a parucompact space X, closed subset A c X, 
and polyhedron P as above (i.e., P is the underlying space of a countable locally$nite 
simplicial complex and P has jnite type), if [ H*(X, A; H)@ H”( P; Z)]” # 0, then 
H”(Xx P,Ax P;Z)#O. 
Proof. As in the above proof of the Unneth formula, it suffices to consider the 
case that A is empty. 
Adopting the above notation, for each Qi the above Kiinneth formula yields a 
short exact sequence 
O+[H*(X;E)@H*(Qi;Z)]” 
+ H&(X X Qi; Z) 
+[H*(X; Z) * H*(Qi; Z)]“+‘+O. 
Passing to inverse limits, the initial segment 
O+ [ H*( X; E)@invlim H*( Qi ; H)]” 
+invlim H&(X x Qi; Z) 
remains exact. In the next paragraph it is established that the induced homomorphism 
H&(X x P; Z)+invlim H&(X x Qi; Z) is surjectiv,. The above analysis (involving 
lim’) establishes that invlim H *( Qi ; Z) = H*( P : Z). In particular, it follows that if 
[ H*(X; a)@ H*( P; B)]’ P 0, then H”(X x P; Z) # 0. 
View the cohomology groups as consisting of homotopy classes of maps to an 
Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z, k). The problem of surjectivity reduces to starting 
with a sequence of maps ai : X x Qi + K (Z, k) such that the restriction of each ai 
to X x Qj, for 1 ~j s i, is homotopic to aj and producing a single map Q! : X X P + 
K (H, k) whose restriction to each X x Qi is homotopic to ai. For a metric space X, 
choosing K(Z, k) to be an ANR makes the construction of II! is routine. Using the 
neighborhood extension property for metric spaces that ANRs satisfy, the restriction 
of a-, is homotopic to cyl and, hence, QI’ has an extension, say &, to X x Q2 and 
the extension is homotopic to 6~~. Proceeding inductively by applying the argument 
to the restriction of ai+l and the extension Gi, the desired map a! is produced. 
Unfortunately, in applications the space X need not be metric. anCling the case 
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of a pair (X, A), for a closed subset A c X, required considering the quotient space 
X/A, which is generally not metric (unless A has compact frontier, X/A is not 
even first countable). Fortunately, the same inductive construction can be made 
since X/A remains paracompact and K(Z, k) can be chosen to be an absolute 
neighborhood extensor for paracompact spaces. In fact, it is established in 17, p. 21 I] 
that any CW-complex has the homotopy type of an absolute neighborhood extensor 
for paracompact spaces. Cl 
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